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**Abstract**—The aim of this study is to explain the persuasive language styles representing game play by focusing on: (1) the linguistic forms; and (2) the type of speech acts, designing a particular persuasive strategy. This study applied pragmatic-stylistic perspectives along with a model analysis of Halliday’s systemic functional grammar to answer the cognitive process of interpretation. Methodologically, analytic descriptive qualitative was adopted. As a result, this study finds the persuasive strategy is represented through direct and indirect speech acts to convey directive goals. Declarative, interrogative, explanatory and imperative modes are recognized as demands that require toddlers’ emotional response as well as involvement. Thus, interactive and active game play can be performed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Digital technology changes our learning behavior. Such a learning method using games, experiences gradual transformation; the games adopt technological development. As well as a play apparatus, they are treated as a media for learning social values. They become social medium conveying concepts, ideologies, and advocacy aimed to population responding better to interactive media (children, teenagers, and a growing population who play games) Games are employed to educate this population[1].

The use of interactive educational games itself is a response to growing popularity of digital technology. Specifically, toddlers – children who inherently love playing – are easily attracted by games. They facilitate toddlers’ needs and pleasures apart from considering moral values. Recent researches are confirming that innovation stimulating children’s emotions are required to encourage children learning [2-3]. In this case, game designs are intended to control toddlers behaviors and acts persuasively. Focusing to the ideas, educational games are considered as a persuasive technology.

With persuasive characters, the educational games are designed. The elements of story (gameplay, writing, audio design, environment art, and animation) are considered when game designers create their game designs. As games are the set of players’ activities, gameplay develops game design interactively. In other words, good games design providing appropriate gameplay promote goals that can stimulate its players to decide a specific movement and to pursue an expected achievement. Thus, gameplay acts as a significant function in creating a good game design[4].

As the idea of gameplay is a feature of players’ active participation as a response, the gameplay is constructed by a sequence of instructions leading players to make choices and to do actions. In linguistic field, the instructions are manifested through the choice of performative verbs[5]. The verbs are used for performing actions. Simply, the gameplay is a process of “verbing”. These verbs construe gameplay’s attitude toward players, giving emotive feelings and clues of limitation (things a player can and cannot do). This rule brings a basic function of gameplay[6].

The players engage rule structures. They experience imaginative exploration in the game world where they learn moral values to achieve maturity through their own experiences in reacting to problems and learning the wisdom. In this sense, they learn the values with fun and unconsciously. The sequence of actions results in an effect that may earn a pleasant reward. Since the fun feeling is crucial in educational game, the rule structures should be managed carefully, considering player’s esteem and pride as well as their language competence and language competence.

Considering the issues, the hypothesis is formulated by debating that certain communicative strategies are implemented to meet persuasive functions. The way in which persuasive strategies are designed, the type of persuasive strategies is applied, and the language style that is chosen from the range of various valuable forms, are observed to examine linguistic contribution to gameplay of interactive education game. The aim of this study is to provide persuasive linguistic models that can be adopted in designing gameplay of an interactive educational game. These models potentially promote the language choices to Indonesian game designers who engage themselves in social movement; formulating national identity through developing children’s moral maturity that can be measured from their actions.

Effective power determines the language use for controlling the other party’s actions, the interest in the way in which language conveys persuasive function began to turn away from psycholinguistic concerns with children language acquisition to focus on contextual situated learning[7]. Contextual situated motivating language socialization and the acquisition of discourse when issues of power and control encountered communicative conflicts [8]. Strategies covering conflict negotiation and resolution. Considering the conflict negotiation and resolution, Johnstone has claimed that certain styles correlate with certain persuasive strategies: quasilogic, presentation and analogy [9-10]. The observation of the chosen linguistic forms. Blakenship debated that language styles participated in persuasion [11]. The broad correspondence between “control acts”, effective power, contextual situated, strategies, and style initiated the study of persuasive strategy in children literature as a medium of social movement [12]. The fact that genre and addressee's
characters determine the choice of persuasive strategy, motivate us to conduct this study; proving that the choice of language style correlates to the genre and addressee’s character, and providing a persuasive linguistic models for game design.

In this article, this study explores factors influencing the choice of persuasive strategy and language styles involving the moods and speech acts. These features propose an effective stimulation to motivate toddlers’ emotion. The persuasive strategy along with language styles offers the way language control players’ action.

As a support empirical research, analytic descriptive method is suggested to explain the phenomena and issues triggering the choice of strategy and language styles. We implemented closed reading as a technique of collecting data and descriptive techniques for analyzing data. Some related theories are adapted to explain data characteristics.

II. METHOD

A. Genre of Data Source, Data Indicators, and Hypothesis

Applying analytic descriptive qualitative method, the study was conducted on data taken from two interactive educational games published by Riri Story books, one of Eduka Studio branches [13-14].

The games (Bawang Merah Bawang Putih and Kelinci & Kura-kura) were designed for toddlers (1 – 3 years old) as kid toys and toddler application, published online and can be downloaded for free. These games offer digital story books as an alternative of print book; making reading activities more fun for toddlers.

Fig. 1 Toddler Application.

Fig. 2 Interactive Educational Games (a)

The game design of those illustrates the adaptation of player characters, player-centric design. The focus is to accomplish missions such as mismatch, counting, guessing animals, learning colors and shape. In these activities, toddlers learn to make a decision. The reading as a main intellectual activity can be executed by players (toddlers) or they can listen to the audio. A multi-sensory activity entails perceptual, cognitive and motoric interactions [1]. In these games, stories are built through gameplay, writing, environment art, and audio design. The elements of the game stories adjust toddlers’ mental characters: they explore on how the things work and on how they are supposed to respond the world [15].

In this study, data are identified as language expressions (in clause constructions) representing instructions that initiate gameplay. The indicators of data were determined based on: (1) the clause types constructing instructions; (2) types of mood conveyed; and (3) expressions showing compliment after executed actions. The hypotheses are examined through those indicators. The choice of language styles is determined by players’ characteristics and contextual situated, and the choice determine the persuasive strategy implemented in these games.

B. Adapted Theories

Related theories are adapted to explain the phenomena and characteristics of data selected. This study adopted Clark’s pragmatic-stylistic perspectives which discuss interpretation of language choices as the source of meaning for understanding [16]. Language styles considered as a choice of speakers (game designers represented by gameplay) are discussed in stylistic perspective. These styles bring certain effects on players’ attitudes. In order to describe the process of interpretation, called inferences, pragmatic rules are used. Halliday and Matthiessen’s ideas offered comprehensive analysis model to explain the process of inferences since this study dealt with language functions [17].

III. RESULTS

In the games used, interactive activities are classified into two main ones: (1) interactive story with reading as a focus; and (2) educative plays with four different activities (guessing picture/animals/name, counting, puzzle for learning shape, and dress up for learning color). The gameplay shows the limitation players have (things can and cannot do) through the choice of performative verbs. The verbs convey players’
ability that they can explore. The meaning of ‘ability’ is supported by circumstances constructed by other elements of story (environment art, audio and writing). The indicators used in this sense are laws of nature and social laws [18-19]. The players play as an actor of the event actualization. They manage themselves to make the event happen. The meaning of ‘necessity’ comes from players themselves with laws of nature and social laws as power.

In this study, gameplay begins with “verbing” and ends with feedback; verbing – action – effect – appreciation as a feedback. The verbing initiates the players’ actions. Based on the data, clauses are constructed by verbal groups with base forms taken for verbing and nominal groups. Data make the subjects implicit in grammatical structure. The subjects are referred to the players themselves.

Data are classified based on: (1) type of activities; (2) the elements constructing the clauses; (3) role in exchange; (4) types of moods. The data classification is shown in TABLE I.

**TABLE I. DATA CLASSIFICATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acts</th>
<th>Language Expressions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Acts</strong></td>
<td><strong>Clauses</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Verb Groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Verb- ing</strong></td>
<td>Cerita interaktif</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Otonatis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Baca sendiri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Pilih halaman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Pilih permainan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Tebak gabbar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Hitung benda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Puzzle bukmuk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Dress up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Berhutang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Bermain puzzle bayangan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Tebak hewan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Bermain tebak gabbar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Tebak nama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Menyuasa huruf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Exit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>install</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Permainan edukatif</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Berapakah jumlah bunglon?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Yang manakah gabbar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IV. DISCUSSION**

Our results show that verbing in the first process of constructing gameplay indicates the use of minor clauses [17]. The clauses are built by verbal group without thematic structure. Data 1.(3), for example,

1.(3) *Baca sendiri*
   read self
   ‘read by yourself’

The theme of the structure, also the subject of the clause, is omitted in grammatical structure of the clause 1.(3). The theme and subject of the clause are understood as ‘you’ that refers to toddler as a player. The actor of the action can be interpreted using contextual features of the discourse. Games provide discourse with actions intended to ask players ‘doing’ actions [5].

In the perspective of systemic functional grammar [17], the verb *baca* construes a process of material. It brings about the change conducted by the actor ‘you’. ‘You’, referring to the player, has ‘ability’ to make a change. He is convinced through the evidence of his own characteristics. As an animate with power, he has ability to do the action.

With the realm of games, contextual situated is built through the certain conditions [1, 4]. The action will result in a specific effect and the effect will gain a feedback that is a reward. In these games, reward is identified as compliment. The compliment such as *bagus* ‘good’ *luar biasa* ‘excellent’ shows positive evaluation for the player’s action. This positive action potentially increases player’s self-esteem [7]; he feels good with what he has done.

The exclamative clauses *bagus* and *luar biasa*, as representatives, initiate the player to do the next directive goal of imperative clause data 1.(3) *Baca sendiri*. ‘Control act’ is conducted persuasively by giving positive evaluation. In this sense, the control act is identified as task-centered control acts, that is, the control is intended to player to accomplish what he has been asked. Since the directive function is expressed directly in imperative clause, direct speech acts is used to present persuasive strategy.

Different from imperative clause data 1.(3) *Baca sendiri*, exclamative clause data 2.(3) shows another case of persuasive strategy.

2.(21) *Luar biasa* out common
‘excellent’
The clause of data 2.(21) expresses expressive to show appreciation in order to control the next action. It utters to make directive goal implicit in its structure. The clause not only functions to express appreciation but also to control player’s action. Indirect speech acts is chosen to present persuasive strategy.

Data 3.(1) Cerita interaktif is a minor clause with no thematic structure.

3.(1) Cerita interaktif
story interactive
‘Interactive story’
It may be interpreted as a discourse; the story can be considered as interactive if there is interaction between the story and the player acting as a reader [1]. Player as a communicative participant is invited to get involved in the interaction. As a responsible party, player takes a part in the interaction and decide an appropriate action as a respond of the utterance of data 3.(1). Since data 3.(1) is positioned as an opposite of data 4.(5) pilih permainan, data 3.(1) is interpreted as an alternative action that had to be chosen.

4.(5) pilih permainan
choose game
‘choose the game (to play)’
Data 3.(1) controls player’s action indirectly. Directive goal is expressed implied from the structure of utterance. Indirect speech acts is chosen to persuade the player. Meanwhile, data 4.(5) expresses the directive goal directly. Direct speech acts is chosen to present persuasive strategy.

Beside declarative, exclamative and imperative clause in minor structure, interrogative clause with thematic structure manifest persuasive strategy with indirect speech acts. The directive goal implies in the clause structure of data 5.(19)

5.(19) Berapakah jumlah bunglon
Many particle number chameleons
How many chameleons are there?
Particle –kah bahasa Indonesia in interrogative structure makes the preceded word berapa prominent [20]. The prominence is given to the word berapakah in order to get player’s attention. He is persuaded to focus on the word and make a decision based on the word.

Considering the results of this study, the persuasive strategy is focused on the involvement of the player and offers a satisfaction of desire. The presentation strategy is chosen in the interactive educational game for toddlers. The instructions themselves are dominantly presented in minor clauses with no thematic structure. However the theme and subject are understood as ‘you’ that refers to the player himself. These minor clauses are chosen to give direct instruction to players (toddlers). Toddlers are people with limited language expressions [15]. They are in the level of language acquisition. In this case, simple expressions are more effective than complex ones. Moreover, the development of maturity of toddlers is considered in choosing direct speech acts, building conflict negotiation as a strategy. However, persuasive strategy is still maintained using positive evaluation.

The use of imperative moods indicates that simple instructions are given to avoid conflict. When declarative, interrogative and exclamative used, emotion participate in the process. Since politeness is not the issue, imperative clauses do not lead to impolite. Face threatening is not considered. The focus is not the politeness but the doing of the actions [1, 5].

V. CONCLUSION
Contextual situated determines a persuasive strategy applied. In this study, presentation strategy is represented through declarative, interrogative, exclamative and imperative for controlling players’ actions. The directive goal is presented directly and indirectly. According to data analysis, the utterance goals are dominantly expressed directly. The results are triggered by the genre of data sources, players’ characteristics and utterance function.
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